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The Nonabelian Simple Groups G,\G\ < 106—

Minimal Generating Pairs

By John McKay and Kiang-Chuen Young

Abstract.   Minimal (k, m, n) generating pairs and their associated presentations are

defined for all nonabelian simple groups G, IGI < 10 , excepting the family

PSL(2, q).   A complete set of minimal (2, m, n) generating permutations of minimal

degree is tabulated for these G.   The set is complete in the sense that any minimal

generating pair for G will satisfy the same presentation as exactly one of the listed

pairs.

Introduction.  This paper is one of a series on the simple groups of order up to

106.   In another paper [1] we exhibit certain presentations, known as minimal

ik, m, n) presentations, for all simple groups of order up to 10s excepting most mem-

bers of a family PSL(2, q).  Here we give the permutations corresponding to these pre-

sentations for all simple groups (with the same exceptions) of order up to 106 .

Notation. G is a nonabelian simple group, which is identified with its group of

inner automorphisms.

A is the group of automorphisms of G.

\x\ is an abbreviation for |<x>|.

CA (x) is the centralizer of x in A.

x ~ y means x = y*, t S A.

Definitions.   Let S = {u | (u, v) = G for some v}, and let k = Ar(C7) =

minueiS{|u|}.  For a G S of order k, a minimal ik, m, n) generating pair (for G) with

respect to a is an ordered pah (x, y) such that

(1) (x,y) = G,

(2) x^aA,

(3) if <x, z) = G, then \z\ > \y\ = m,

(4) |x v| = n.

A minimal ik, m, n) generating pah (x, y) satisfies a minimal ik, m, n) presenta-

tion for G :

ix, y; xk =ym = ixyf = 1, {r,.(x, y)}ie/ = 1>.

Useful Results. A minimal generating pah with respect to a is a minimal gener-

ating pair with respect to any element of 0a , since the above properties are invariant

under the action of automorphisms in A.
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Let A act on G x G as

ix,y? r-^ix^y1),     te A.

The transitivity sets are the orbitals of A.   Denote the orbital containing (x, y) by O

Proposition 1.   lO^I = \A\/\CAix) n CAiy)\. If, further, <x,y) = G then

\0Xiy\=\A\.

Let PGix, y) mean that (x, y) satisfies a presentation PG of G, where <x, y > = G.

Theorem 1. Suppose PGia, b), then PGix, y) if and only if It & A such that

at = x and b* = y.

Proof.   Sufficiency is immédiate.  For necessity we may construct a map t':
t' t' i

G —► G such that a   = x and b   = y. The map t is surjective and preserves the

defining relations (and hence all relations); therefore, t' G A. D

Lemma 1.

]{&,?)&<&*, jr),t€A}\-\cAm.

Proof.   Use Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, restricting the action of A to CAiy). O

This result can be used in counting arguments [3], [4], [7] to count the num-

ber of orbitals of minimal generating pairs for G when the class structure constants [5]

and the maximal subgroups [2] are known. We can also estimate the probability that

a pair of elements chosen at random from their conjugacy classes should generate G

or satisfy a given presentation [1].

Theorem 2.   The pair (x, y), where x S aA and y GbA, is a minimal generating

pair for G with respect to a if and only if

ix,y)~ ia"',b),

where A=\J¡ CAia)u¡CAib) and {a"l,b) = G.

Proof.   Let (x, y) = (a*, bf), where s, t £ A.  Then for some a € CAia) and

0G CAib), we have

(x, y) ¿ (f*-1, b) = (aau'ß, b) = (."*', b) ¿ (a">, b).    D

We deduce from this result that for a complete set of minimal generating pairs we

need choose for a and b only those representatives of conjugacy classes in A whose

orders satisfy the minimality conditions.  The set is complete in the sense that for any

minimal generating pah (x, y), there is some tGA such that (x, y? = (a, b) for

exactly one listed pair (a, b). We have listed a representative pair (a, b) from each

orbital containing a minimal ik, m, n) pah. We find, as conjectured for all finite non-

abelian simple groups by Steinberg [6], that k(G) = 2 for all groups G listed.  It is an

old conjecture that all finite simple groups require at most two generators.  This result

is proved in [6] for groups of Lie type.

The Tables.  The first line for each group G gives its name, order, minimal degree

as a permutation group, and the order of its outer automorphism group.  This is

followed by the conjugacy classes and their cycle types and the orders of centralizers
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of elements. When there is more than one conjugacy class of generators of a cyclic

subgroup, the notation identifies the classes by letters following their period, e.g.,

10,45 denotes two classes of period 10.

The generating pairs of permutations are displayed in image form.  Each pair is

identified by number, e.g., 20.5 denotes the fifth generating pair of the twentieth group.

The notation (2, m, n; s) denotes the relations a2 = bm = (ab)n = (a~xb~xaby = 1;

the names of the conjugacy classes of a and b are given as well. Additional relators

sufficient to distinguish the generating pah uniquely are given on the same line where

needed.

The permutations are given in pahs (a, b); when only a is given, the generator b

is taken to be the one last printed in full. When (a, b~x) is a distinct minimal gener-

ating pair, this is denoted by b —► b~x.

One word of warning—for purposes of distinguishing minimal generating pahs it

is the conjugacy class in Aut(G) that matters, and it is possible for elements to have

distinct cycle types and yet be conjugate in Aut(G), e.g., classes 2.4 and 25 are conju-

gate in Aut(Sp(4, 4)) but have differing cycle types.

Although great care has been taken in preparing these tables, the authors will be

grateful to hear of any errors found in them.  (The tables are located in the microfiche

section at the end of this issue.)
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